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Abstract

Many projects with the objective to establish ground station networks were initiated due to the huge
amount of small satellites launched in the last years. Those ground station networks were built up mainly
from academic institutions and are used to communicate with their corresponding satellites. An impor-
tant fact is, that these ground station networks are not interconnected to the ground station networks
of the space agencies (like NASA or ESA) and have furthermore different operational requirements [1].
Nevertheless scheduling is an important issue in all kind of ground station networks to improve efficiency
and resource utilization [2]. The CUSS scheduling system, developed at the University of Wuerzburg,
contains a tailored approach to satisfy the specific needs of academic ground station networks.
The paper shows in detail how the CUSS scheduling system performs with respect to different real world
scenarios. Classical satellite scheduling systems compare the performance of their algorithms mainly by
the amount of unsatisfied requests [3]. But this parameter is not really expressive for the Redundant
Request Satellite Scheduling (RRSS) problem, due to special characteristics of requests with redundant
scheduling requirements. Hence, different parameters were analyzed for evaluation of the search and
scheduling algorithms, for example total schedule creation time and results from the optimization func-
tion. The results from the experiments show the advantages of the CUSS scheduling system. Especially
with respect to schedule creation time the system proofs to be very robust and delivers in extremely
short time frames reasonable schedules. The number of unsatisfied requests can be handled by simple
means through adapting the request time frames. The conclusion explains the impact for future satellite
scheduling applications, especially in the scope of small satellites.
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